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Regulations limiting the sale of flavored e-cigarette products are controversial for their potential to interfere
with e-cigarette use as a cessation aid in addition to curbing youth use. Limited research suggests that
flavor might enhance the addictive potential of e-cigarettes; however, the acute effects of flavored aerosols
on brain function among humans have not been assessed. The present study aimed to isolate and compare
the neural substrates of flavored and unflavored e-cigarette aerosols on brain function among nine female
daily smokers. Participants inhaled aerosolized e-liquid with 36 mg/mL of nicotine with and without a
strawberry–vanilla flavor while undergoing functional magnetic resonance imaging. We used general linear
modeling to compare whole-brain mean neural activation and seed-to-voxel task-based functional con-
nectivity between the flavored and unflavored inhalation runs. Contrary to our hypothesis, the flavored
aerosol was associated with weaker activation than the unflavored aerosol in the brain stem and bilateral
parietal-temporal-occipital region of the cortex. Instead, the flavor engaged taste-related brain regions while
suppressing activation of the neural circuits typically engaged during smoking and nicotine administration.
Alternatively, functional connectivity between subcortical dopaminergic brain seeds and cortical brain
regions involved in motivation and reward salience were stronger during the flavored compared to
unflavored aerosol run. The findings suggest that fruity and dessert-flavored e-cigarettes may dampen
the reward experience of aerosol inhalation for smokers who initiate e-cigarette use by inhibiting activation
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of dopaminergic brain circuits. These preliminary findings may have implications for understanding how
regulations on flavored e-cigarettes might impact their use as cessation aids.

Public Significance Statement
The present study provides objective evidence from neuroimaging that dessert-like flavors in
e-cigarettes may interfere with satisfaction for daily female smokers by suppressing activation of
addiction-related neural circuits during use. In addition, e-cigarette flavors may enhance the develop-
ment of addiction by strengthening connections between dopaminergic and cortical brain circuitry
during use. The results suggest little added benefit of flavored e-cigarettes for female smokers switching
for harm reduction.

Keywords: addiction, electronic cigarette, flavor, fMRI, nicotine

An estimated 8.1 million adults and 3.5 million youth in the
United States currently use electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes;
Creamer et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020). Flavors are a primary
reason why youth initiate e-cigarette use and have become increas-
ingly popular among adults as well (Russell et al., 2018; Villanti
et al., 2017). Approximately 75% of youth and 50% of adult
e-cigarette users report using food-flavored e-cigarettes (Schneller
et al., 2018). Long-term e-cigarette users migrate to fruity and
dessert-like flavors and away from tobacco flavors over time (Du
et al., 2020). More recently, federal and state regulations have
focused on banning the sale of fruity and dessert-flavored
e-cigarettes to help curb use among youth; however, these regula-
tions are controversial for their potential impact on smokers using
e-cigarettes as a cessation aid (Yingst et al., 2020). Despite their
widespread use, we still know little about how e-cigarettes influence
the function of reward and cognitive control brain circuitry involved
in addiction.We know even less about how flavor might further alter
the brain’s reward and cognitive control systems when added to
nicotine delivery systems like e-cigarettes, which may help inform
regulations.
Addiction to tobacco products is primarily the result of nicotine

binding to nicotinic acetylcholine receptors throughout cortical and
subcortical brain circuitry (Volkow et al., 2019). This binding
improves short-term attention and prompts the release of dopamine
in the striatum which elevates mood and enhances sensitivity to
rewards (Davis & Gould, 2008; Poorthuis et al., 2009). During the
use of tobacco products, non-nicotine factors, such as taste, behav-
ioral rituals, environmental contexts, and mood states become
conditioned to the rewarding effects of nicotine (Davis & Gould,
2008; Hyman et al., 2006). This process of learned conditioning is
driven by connections between mesolimbic (e.g., striatum, amyg-
dala) and cortical (e.g., anterior cingulate, orbitofrontal cortex)
regions involved in motivation, cognitive control, and behavioral
planning (Everitt & Robbins, 2013; Hyman et al., 2006). Continued
use of nicotine causes neuroadaptations in brain circuits that process
reward stimuli, determine reward salience, and exert control over
reward-seeking behavior (Volkow et al., 2019). Chronic smokers
develop nicotine tolerance via increases in nicotinic acetylcholine
receptor availability that contributes to aversive withdrawal symp-
toms during abstinence (Benowitz, 2010). The influence of condi-
tioned stimuli and the desire to relieve withdrawal symptoms are
believed to make nicotine a highly addictive drug despite relatively
small increases in dopamine release compared to other drugs of
abuse (Benowitz, 2010).

The development and maintenance of nicotine addiction differ by
sex (Bevins et al., 2009). For females, conditioned non-nicotine
factors are more reinforcing and more influential on smoking
behavior than nicotine (Bevins et al., 2009). For example, when
presented with cigarettes of varying but unknown nicotine doses,
females are less likely to report differences in subjective liking or
willingness to work for lower nicotine cigarettes compared to males
(Perkins et al., 2002). Rather than nicotine dose, the taste and smell
of a cigarette is an especially potent conditioned smoking stimuli for
females, which can affect subjective experience and use behaviors
(Perkins et al., 2001). In a laboratory experiment, blocking the smell
and taste of a cigarette with a nose clip reduced subjective liking and
satisfaction of a cigarette and the willingness to work for puffs more
for females than males (Perkins et al., 2001). The sex-differences in
nicotine and non-nicotine smoking reinforcement are thought to be
one reason why female smokers have more persistent smoking and
difficulty quitting compared to male smokers (Bevins et al., 2009).
This preliminary research with smokers suggests that flavors may be
an especially potent conditioned stimuli for female e-cigarette users
even more so than male users.

To our knowledge, only one study has used functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) to assess brain function during
e-cigarette use among smokers (Wall et al., 2017). In that study,
10 adults who smoked at least semi-regularly completed fMRI
during 10-min cued and naturalistic puffing protocols. During the
cued protocol, participants inhaled from the device when presented
with 2-s visual cues. Participants were instructed to puff “naturally”
during the naturalistic protocol. All participants used the same Njoy
brand first-generation pen-style e-cigarette with a tobacco-flavored
e-liquid that contained approximately 30 mg/mL of nicotine. They
found diffuse activation of subcortical and cortical circuits that
mimicked neural responses to nicotine administration in other forms
(Stein et al., 1998; Wall et al., 2017). Cortical activation was
stronger during the cued compared to the naturalistic protocol.
The study was the first to show the widespread neural effects of
e-cigarettes. Their use of an e-cigarette device during scanning
added real-world validity to their results. However, this study was
not able to isolate the neural effects of the aerosol inhalation from the
sensorimotor experiences that occurs while holding an e-cigarette
and drawing deep inhalations. Additionally, this study did not assess
the impact of dessert-like flavor on brain function or connectivity
along addiction-relevant pathways.

Flavors, odors, and visual cues of high caloric foods engage
dopaminergic brain circuitry similar to the effects of nicotine,
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suggesting that dessert-like flavors could have an additive effect on
dopamine release in the striatum leading to more compulsive use of
flavored e-cigarettes (Karunanayaka et al., 2015; Small, 2012;
Stein et al., 1998; Tang et al., 2012; Wickham et al., 2018). In
an experimental study, smokers used e-cigarettes containing vary-
ing combinations of sweetened and unsweetened e-liquids with
and without nicotine for 2 days (Kroemer et al., 2018). After the
use period, visual cues of the e-cigarette that contained sweetened
and nicotinized e-liquid elicited more nucleus accumbens activity
during fMRI than cues of the e-cigarettes containing unsweetened
nicotinized e-liquid (Kroemer et al., 2018). Studies with mice have
found that menthol flavorants can enhance nicotine-related reward
by increasing dopamine neuron excitability in the ventral tegmen-
tal area (Cooper & Henderson, 2020). Green apple flavorants
(i.e., farsnesol, farnesene) can upregulate nicotinic acetylcholine
receptors and increase dopamine firing frequency in the ventral
tegmental area independent of nicotine (Cooper & Henderson,
2020). To our knowledge, there are no studies assessing neural
activation or functional connectivity during the acute administra-
tion of flavored nicotine e-cigarettes without prior learning (i.e.,
use) period among humans. Understanding the neural effects of e-
cigarettes and flavor additives can provide insight into their abuse
liability and potentially inform strategies for e-cigarette addiction
prevention and treatment.
The present study aimed to isolate and compare the neural

substrates of the acute administration of nicotine e-cigarette
aerosol with and without a dessert-like flavor among female
smokers. Females, who experience more reinforcement from
non-nicotine factors in tobacco products, may be especially
responsive to flavors in e-cigarettes compared to men. Toward
this aim, female regular smokers inhaled strawberry–
vanilla flavored and unflavored e-cigarette aerosols both contain-
ing 36 mg/mL nicotine while undergoing fMRI, in a single-
session study. First, we hypothesized that both aerosols would
be associated with significant blood-oxygen level-dependent
(BOLD) signals along cortico-thalamo-striatal brain pathways
previously shown to be engaged during nicotine administration
and e-cigarette use (Stein et al., 1998; Wall et al., 2017). Second,
we expected flavored aerosol to be associated with stronger
BOLD signals in regions linked with reward, flavor perception,
reactivity to food cues, learning, and emotion, including the
nucleus accumbens, orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), insula, amygdala,
and prefrontal cortex compared to the unflavored aerosol (Rolls,
2016; Small, 2012; Soudry et al., 2011; Tang et al., 2012). Third,
we expected nicotine dependence, smoking urge, and subjective
ratings of the aerosol to be correlated with BOLD signals during
aerosol inhalation. Fourth, we hypothesized that compared to
unflavored, flavored aerosol would result in stronger functional
connectivity of subcortical seed regions implicated in associative
learning and the development of nicotine addiction, including the
striatum, hippocampus, and amygdala.

Materials and Method

Participants

Eleven adult smokers were recruited from a database of smokers
who had previously participated in tobacco research at the
Pennsylvania State University College of Medicine and agreed to

be contacted for future research. Eligible participants were those that
smoked ≥5 cigarettes per day for ≥1 year and were able to read and
write in English and understand study procedures. Over 75% of
people who smoke 5 cigarettes per day meet DSM-5 criteria for
Tobacco Use Disorder, rising to over 90% of those smoking >10
CPD (Oliver & Foulds, 2020). Subjects were excluded if they had
used e-cigarettes in the past month, were currently involved in a
smoking quit attempt, had a significant or uncontrolled medical
condition (e.g., COPD, kidney failure), were allergic to the e-liquid
ingredients propylene glycol (PG) or vegetable glycerin (VG), had
smell dysfunction based on the standardized Burghart Sniffin’
Sticks smell threshold test, or had any safety contraindications
for MRI (e.g., implanted metal clips, claustrophobia). Two partici-
pants that completed the protocol were excluded from analysis for
excessive head motion and weakened BOLD signals activation due
to stopping and restarting the protocol. The final analysis had nine
female participants.

Procedure

After completing a telephone screen to assess eligibility, parti-
cipants completed one in-person laboratory visit that included a
standardized smell threshold test using the Burghart Sniffin Sticks,
an exhaled carbon monoxide measurement, semi-structured inter-
view, computerized survey, and functional MRI scan. Participants
were not required to abstain from smoking prior to the visit to reduce
the confounding effects of nicotine withdrawal on brain function.
Exhaled carbon monoxide was collected with a Bedfont microTM
Smokerlyzer® (coVita, LLC, Santa Barbara, CA) upon arrival. The
semi-structured interview included the NIDA Quick Screen to
assess substance use and questions developed by our research
team on MRI safety, tobacco use, subjective withdrawal and
physical experiences, and medical history. The computerized survey
included questions developed by our team on demographics and
tobacco and nicotine use characteristics, the Fagerström Test for
Cigarette Dependence (FTCD; Heatherton et al., 1991), Hooked on
Nicotine Checklist (HONC; Wellman et al., 2005), Questionnaire
on Smoking Urges-Brief (QSU-Brief; Toll et al., 2006), Center
for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (Radloff, 1977),
Perceived Stress Scale (Cohen et al., 1983), and the Kessler 6
Distress Scale (Kessler et al., 2002). Participant gender and biolog-
ical sex were assessed with the question, “What is your gender
identity” with the response options: male (male assigned at birth);
female (female assigned at birth), transmale/transman/female to
male (female assigned at birth); transfemale/transwoman/male to
female (male assigned at birth); Other identity. The semi-structured
interview and computerized survey lasted approximately 1 hr and
was directly followed by the MRI scans. After the MRI scans,
participants rated the aerosol flavor on a 5-point likert scale of none,
a little bit, somewhat, very much, and extremely on the following
descriptors: sweet, pleasant, satisfying, tastes good, and familiar.
Participants rated how pleasant the amount of nicotine they received
from the aerosol was on a scale from 0 = very unpleasant to
10 = very pleasant. All procedures were approved by the Investi-
gational Review Board at the Pennsylvania State University College
of Medicine (00010904) and participants provided informed con-
sent prior to any procedures.
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fMRI Paradigm

Aerosol was delivered to participants during the MRI scan with
the MRI Electronic Aerosol Delivery System (MEADS; Hobkirk
et al., 2020). The MEADS works in coordination with a computer-
ized olfactometer to deliver aerosol from breath-actuated e-cigs
directly into a spacer (plastic holding container) where the aerosol is
stored temporarily for inhalation. Participants inhaled the aerosol
directly from the spacer through a plastic tube fitted with a mouth-
piece. Although some e-cigarette devices are safe for use during
MRI (Wall et al., 2017), theMEADS allowed for the delivery of two
different aerosols (i.e., flavored and unflavored) during the same
scanning session. Each fMRI run lasted 6.5 min separated by
approximately 60 s. Each fMRI run included eight 10 s deliveries
of an aerosol with 30 s between each delivery followed by 60 s of
fresh air delivery. After viewing a 12 s crosshair, participants saw
the word “BREATHE” displayed on an LCD screen viewed with a
mirror during the entire aerosol delivery phase (320 s) and “REST”
during the 60 s fresh air delivery. Participants were instructed to use
their mouth to inhale and exhale at a natural pace through the tubing
during the entire scanning session. Therefore, participants were
inhaling aerosol into their mouth during the entire 320 s aerosol
delivery phase and fresh air during the 60 s rest period from the
same tubing. Participants were specifically asked not to “puff” on
the tubing as one would during a typical smoking experience. This
was done to isolate the effects of the aerosol specifically without the
confounding BOLD activation caused by deep inhalation and breath
holding that accompanies puffing (Thomason et al., 2005; Wang
et al., 2014).
For each fMRI inhalation run, participants inhaled aerosol gen-

erated from e-liquid containing 36 mg/mL nicotine concentration.
One run was conducted with a strawberry–vanilla flavor added to the
e-liquid and the other run with an unflavored e-liquid. We previ-
ously found that this inhalation protocol with flavored and unfla-
vored 36 mg/ml e-liquids delivered an aerosol containing 3.5 mg/
mL nicotine, resulting in a plasma nicotine level of 8.5 ng/mL
approximately 25 min after the nicotine delivery (see Hobkirk et al.,
2020 for details). For the present study, the flavored and unflavored
inhalation runs were delivered on the same visit and fMRI session,
and the order of flavored and unflavored runs was randomized
(five received flavored first and four unflavored first). The partici-
pants, but not the researchers, were blinded to the order of the
runs (flavored or unflavored) prior to the scan. E-liquid freebase
nicotine, flavors, and solvents, propylene glycol (PG) and vegetable
glycerin (VG), were purchased from nicvape.com. All e-liquids
were mixed in-house and composed of a 70:30 (PG:VG) base which
was chosen specifically to reduce the size of the aerosol plumes. The
strawberry–vanilla flavor included 5% strawberry and 10% vanilla
E-Flavor™ concentrates. We chose a strawberry–vanilla flavor to
balance real-world implications and safety. Cigarette flavor bans in
the United States are primarily on fruity and dessert-like flavored
e-liquids because these flavors are the most common during youth
e-cigarette initiation (Rose et al., 2020). To ensure that our flavor
was informative for these policies, we chose a strawberry–vanilla
flavor to fit into both the fruity and dessert-like categories. We chose
the specific flavorants for our experiment for their relatively low
production of free radicals (Bitzer et al., 2018). We were particu-
larly concerned about safety since we were planning this study

during an outbreak of e-cigarette and vaping-associated lung injury
in the United States (Werner et al., 2020).

Image Acquisition

Using a Siemens 3T Prisma system (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen,
Germany) and a 64 channel head-neck coil, images were acquired using
34-slice oblique-axial series (3 × 3 × 4 mm voxels) for 196 volumes
using an echo-planar imaging pulse sequence with the following
parameters: repetition time = 2,000 ms; echo time = 30 ms; field of
view = 24 × 24 cm2;flip angle = 90°; in-planematrix size 80 × 80. A
high-resolution structural image (1 × 1 × 1 mm3 spatial resolution) was
acquired using an MPRAGE sequence.

Image Preprocessing

Image preprocessing and statistical analysis were completed
using FEAT (FMRI Expert Analysis Tool, v.6.00; Woolrich
et al., 2001, 2004) included in the FSL (FMRI of the Brain Software
Library) package, v.5.0.10 (Jenkinson et al., 2012). Images were
brain extracted using the brain extraction tool (BET2; Jenkinson
et al., 2005) and preprocessed using the standard features including
slice timing correction, high pass filtering with a cut-off of 60 s,
motion correction using FMRIB’s Linear Image Registration Tool
(MCFLIRT), and spatial smoothing at FWHM of 5 mm. Six
volumes (12 s) were deleted from the beginning of each run to
allow for image stabilization. Functional images were registered to
the high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical image and a Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI-152) 2 mm standard using linear
registration.

Image Analysis

At the first level of analysis, the onset of the aerosol delivery with
a 20 s duration was convolved with a double-γ hemodynamic
response function. We used a 20 s duration to capture the 10 s
of aerosol delivery while the spacer was filling with aerosol and the
following 10 s when the spacer still contained a large quantity of
aerosol. Temporal derivatives were included in the model to im-
prove fit. FSL motion outliers were used to calculate the root mean
square intensity difference of each volume to the reference volume
(refrms), which were controlled to account for large changes in
motion during each run. At the second level of analysis, voxel-wise
general linear models (one-sample t tests) were conducted to
identify regions of significant group mean activation during the
flavored and unflavored runs using whole-brain analyses. A whole-
brain voxel-wise paired t test contrasted BOLD signals during the
flavored versus unflavored runs. Voxel-wise whole-brain general
linear models identified brain regions showing significant associa-
tions between BOLD signals during each run with self-reported
levels of nicotine dependence on the HONC and FTCD, smoking
urges on the QSU, and self-reported ratings of the pleasantness of
the nicotine level in the aerosol. Voxel-wise whole-brain general
linear models were conducted to identify brain regions showing
significant associations between BOLD signals during the flavored
run with the subjective ratings of the aerosol (i.e., sweet, pleasant,
satisfying, tastes good, and familiar). Post hoc voxel-wise whole-
brain t tests were conducted to examine the potential confounding
effects of run order (paired; Run 1 vs. Run 2) and cigarette flavor
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preference (two-sample; menthol vs. tobacco flavor). Anatomical
regions of significance were identified with the Harvard-Oxford
Cortical and Subcortical Atlases.
For the mean activation, paired t test between inhalation runs,

self-report associations, and post hoc t tests, voxels were thresholded
at p ≤ .01 and cluster-extent thresholded at p ≤ .05. We used
liberal significance thresholds to ensure that we did not overlook
relevant brain activation for these preliminary whole-brain analyses.
We used the standard cluster thresholding option in FSL’s FEAT
software to identify significant contiguous clusters of voxels
(Woolrich et al., 2004). The cluster thresholding uses Gaussian
Random Field (GRF) theory to compare the estimated cluster-level
significance to a cluster probability threshold. A gray matter mask
was applied for all second-level analyses. The order of the runs and
number of respirations (inhalation frequency) during each run were
included as covariates. We did not have the respiration count for one
participant’s flavored inhalation run due to a software failure. Since
the respiration counts for the flavored and unflavored inhalation runs
were highly correlated for the sample (r = .80), we imputed the
missing value with the participant’s respiration count for the un-
flavored inhalation run.

Functional Connectivity

The CONN Functional Connectivity Toolbox (v.20.a; Whitfield-
Gabrieli & Nieto-Castanon, 2012) using Matlab (v.R2019a)
and SPM12 (Wellcome, Department of Imaging Neurosicence,
University College of London) was used to assess statistical differ-
ences in whole-brain functional connectivity with subcortical
reward circuitry during the flavored versus unflavored inhalation
runs. The functional and structural images were preprocessed using
the default pipeline. This included functional image realignment and
unwarping, slice timing correction, ART-based outlier identification
and scrubbing, skull-stripping, grey/white/CSF segmentation, nor-
malization toMNI standard space, and smoothing. Structural images
were skull-stripped, grey/white/CSF segmented, and normalized to
MNI standard space. Seed-to-voxel-based bivariate correlations
were calculated using hemodynamic response function weighting
for assessing condition-specific connectivity. Seeds included the left
and right nucleus accumbens, putamen, pallidum, caudate, hippo-
campus, and amygdala. Significant differences in network connec-
tivity between the flavored and unflavored inhalation runs were
examined using voxel-wise paired t tests while controlling for run
order and respiration counts. Voxels were thresholded at p ≤ .001
uncorrected. Cluster-level p values were then calculated by com-
paring the significant cluster sizes against probability estimated
cluster sizes. Cluster p values higher than the False Discovery Rate-
corrected threshold were considered significant.

Results

Participants

The final sample included nine women with a mean age of
50 years (SD = 12.1). Seven participants identified as White, one
African American/Black, and one biracial. Participants smoked a
mean of 16.3 (SD = 3.8) cigarettes per day for 27 years
(SD = 13.4) on average. Six participants smoked menthol cigar-
ettes. All exhaled carbon monoxide measurements on the day of the

scan were above the recommended cut-off (>5–9 ppm) for distin-
guishing a tobacco user from a non-user (range 16–42 ppm)
(Benowitz et al., 2020). Eight participants denied any prior use
of e-cigarettes and one participant reported using an e-cigarette
4 months prior to the study visit.

Self-Report Questionnaires and Aerosol Ratings

The mean FTCD score was 4.1 (SD = 0.9: range 3–6), which is
consistent with low to moderate dependence. The mean HONC score
was 7.7 (SD = 1.6: range 5–9) and all participants endorsed at least one
item indicating loss of autonomy over their cigarette use. Participants
reported a mean smoking urge rating of 33 (SD = 8.7; range 16–43).
After the MRI scan, participants rated the mean pleasantness of the
nicotine level a 6.8 on a 0–10 scale (SD = 2.7; range 2–10). Average
aerosol ratings on the 0–4 Likert scale were: sweet,M = 2.4, SD = 0.7;
pleasant, M = 2.8, SD = 1.1; satisfying, M = 2.7, SD = 1.1; tastes
good, M = 2.7, SD = 1.2; and familiar, M = 2.2, SD = 1.3.

Mean Blood-Oxygen Level-Dependent Signal

Results of the fMRI analyses are included in Table 1 and
Figure 1. The flavored aerosol run was associated with a significant
BOLD signal increase in five clusters encompassing the right
orbitofrontal and insular cortices, bilateral frontal operculum and
frontal pole, left superior parietal lobule, precentral, postcentral and
supramarginal gyri, and the left cerebellum and occipital fusiform
gyrus. The unflavored aerosol was associated with a significant
BOLD signal increase in six clusters encompassing the bilateral
thalamus, pallidum, amygdala, hippocampus, OFC, insular cortex,
supramarginal gyrus, precentral gyrus, postcentral gyrus, precuneus,
inferior temporal gyrus, and inferior lateral occipital cortex.

Flavored Versus Unflavored Blood-Oxygen
Level-Dependent Signal

The unflavored aerosol was associated with significantly stronger
BOLD activation compared to the flavored aerosol in the brain stem,
left middle temporal gyrus, and right lateral occipital cortex. No
brain regions had stronger BOLD signals during the flavored
compared to unflavored aerosol run.

Blood-Oxygen Level-Dependent Signal Correlations
With Smoking Characteristics and Aerosol Ratings

BOLD signals during the unflavored aerosol run were signifi-
cantly correlated with: (a) dependence scores on the FTCD in the
right angular gyrus and frontal pole; (b) ratings of nicotine pleas-
antness in 10 clusters encompassing regions of the anterior and
posterior cingulate, precentral, postcentral, and supramarginal gyri,
frontal operculum, and posterior parietal cortex; (c) smoking urges
on the QSU in 12 clusters in the anterior and posterior cingulate,
lateral prefrontal cortex, precentral, postcentral, and supramarginal
gyri, temporal cortex, and cerebellum. Unflavored aerosol BOLD
signal was not correlated with scores on the HONC and there were
no significant correlations between BOLD signals during the fla-
vored aerosol run and smoking characteristics or aerosol ratings
(i.e., sweet, pleasant, satisfying, tastes good, and familiar).
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Table 1
Clusters of Significant Blood-Oxygen-Level-Dependent Signals for Each Contrast

Peak anatomical region

Max
z-

score
MNI coordinates
(x, y, z) at peak

Number
of voxels Other anatomical regions cluster

During flavored aerosol run
R frontal pole 4.4 46, 44, 10 1,189 R frontal operculum cortex
L superior parietal

lobule
3.81 −48, −42, 60 1,013 L precentral gyrus, L postcentral gyrus, L supramarginal gyrus (anterior division)

L Cerebellum 4.15 −28, −58, −28 589 L occipital fusiform gyrus
L Frontal operculum

cortex
4.16 −32, 28, 10 454 L frontal pole

R Frontal orbital cortex 4.16 24, 8, −16 313 R insular cortex, R amygdala, R putamen

During unflavored aerosol run
L Brain stem 4.69 −16, −58, −54 11,701 B thalamus, B pallidum, B amygdala, B hippocampus, B inferior temporal gyrus, B

temporal occipital fusiform cortex
L Postcentral gyrus 5.3 −60, −18, 24 2,290 L precentral gyrus, L supramarginal gyrus, L inferior frontal gyrus, L insula, L central

operculum cortex, L parietal operculum cortex
R Supramarginal gyrus

(anterior division)
4.98 60, −20, 24 1,521 R precentral gyrus, R postcentral gyrus, R inferior frontal gyrus, R insula, R central

operculum cortex, R parietal operculum cortex
L Lateral occipital

cortex (superior
division)

4.22 −12, −78, 46 688 B lateral occipital cortex, B precuneus cortex

R Lateral occipital
cortex (inferior
division)

4.27 58, −64, 0 524 R middle temporal gyrus, R angular gyrus

L Lateral occipital
cortex (inferior
division)

4.21 −48, −74, 10 519 L middle temporal gyrus, L inferior temporal gyrus, L angular gyrus

Significantly stronger BOLD signal during unflavored versus flavored aerosol runs
L Brain stem 3.81 −12, −38, −30 585 N/A
L Middle temporal

gyrus
3.74 −54, −52, 0 452 L supramarginal gyrus, L angular gyrus, L lateral occipital cortex

R brain stem 3.51 4, −56, −50 316 N/A
R Lateral occipital

cortex (inferior
division)

3.86 56, −66, −8 234 R temporal occipital fusiform cortex, R occipital fusiform gyrus

Association between BOLD signal during unflavored aerosol run and FTCD score
R Angular gyrus 4.00 44, −52, 56 388 R supramarginal gyrus, R lateral occipital cortex
R frontal pole 4.03 44, 36, 22 264 R middle frontal gyrus

Association between BOLD signal during unflavored aerosol run and nicotine pleasantness
L Postcentral gyrus 5.50 −50, −30, 52 2,634 L precentral gyrus, L supramarginal gyrus, L parietal operculum cortex, L planum

temporale
R supramarginal gyrus 5.31 62, −26, 36 2,576 R precentral gyrus, R postcentral gyrus, R superior parietal lobule, R parietal

operculum cortex, R central opercular cortex, R preceuneus, R posterior cingulate,
R planum temporale

L superior frontal
gyrus

4.88 −22, 12, 64 1,301 L precentral gyrus, L middle frontal gyrus

R superior frontal
gyrus

4.43 14, 2, 62 1,270 R juxtapositional lobule cortex, R paracingulate

L frontal pole 4.31 −44, 38, 8 589 L middle frontal gyrus
R lingual gyrus 3.62 16, −54, −8 305 N/A
R frontal operculum

cortex
4.15 34, 22, 8 294 R insular cortex, R orbitofrontal cortex

L posterior cingulate
gyrus

4.2 −12, −16, 36 231 L precentral gyrus

L lateral occipital
cortex

3.76 −16, −66, 56 224 N/A

R middle temporal
gyrus

3.27 64, −54, 4 214 R lateral occipital cortex

Association between BOLD signal during unflavored aerosol run and smoking urges
L supramarginal gyrus 6.25 −60, −28, 44 2,678 L precentral gyrus, L postcentral gyrus, L parietal operculum
R supramarginal gyrus 5.34 66, −34, 28 1923 R precentral gyrus, R postcentral gyrus, R parietal operculum, R central operculum, R

planum temporale
L middle frontal gyrus 4.71 −38, 36, 36 989 L inferior frontal gyrus, L frontal pole
L cerebellum 3.76 −22, −66, −30 762 N/A
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Run Order

A paired sample t test revealed stronger activation in the right
frontal pole, bilateral caudate and thalamus, right dorsal striatum,
and right occipital cortex during the first run compared to the second
run. There were no regions of stronger activation during the
second run.

Cigarette Flavor Preference

Two-sample t tests revealed stronger activation in the left middle
frontal gyrus, right frontal pole, left lateral occipital cortex, and right
occipital pole for menthol compared to tobacco flavor cigarette
smokers during the flavored aerosol run. Tobacco flavor cigarette
smokers had stronger activation in the left cerebellum during the
unflavored aerosol run compared to menthol smokers. Tobacco
smokers had no regions of increased activation during the flavored
run and menthol smokers had no regions of increased activation
during the unflavored run.

Functional Connectivity

During the flavored compared to the unflavored run, functional
connectivity was significantly stronger between the left caudate seed

with the left anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) (49 voxels, p = .002),
OFC and insula (26 voxels, p = .040); left putamen seed with the
left OFC and insula (51 voxels, p < .001); right putamen seed with
the left frontal pole (84 voxels, p < .001), right lateral occipital
cortex (61 voxels, p < .001), and right cerebellum (26 voxels,
p = .018); left amygdala seed with right cerebellum (33 voxels,
p = .017); right nucleus accumbens seed with left frontal pole
(32 voxels, p = .030); left nucleus accumbens seed and left cere-
bellum (32 voxels, p = .021). Functional connectivity was signifi-
cantly stronger during the unflavored compared to the flavored run
between the right nucleus accumbens and left precentral gyrus
(28 voxels, p = .030) and the left nucleus accumbens and the
left brain stem (27 voxels, p = .026).

Discussion

For the present study, we were able to isolate and compare the
neural substrates of inhaling dessert-like flavor in nicotine
e-cigarette aerosol among nine female daily smokers who were
not current e-cigarette users. As expected, inhaling e-cigarette
aerosols with and without flavor were both associated with wide-
spread brain activation throughout cortical and subcortical brain
regions as seen previously during e-cigarette use and cigarette
smoking (Stein et al., 1998; Wall et al., 2017). The unflavored
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Table 1 (continued)

Peak anatomical region

Max
z-

score
MNI coordinates
(x, y, z) at peak

Number
of voxels Other anatomical regions cluster

L orbitofrontal cortex 4.55 −46, 16, −8 444 L insular cortex, L temporal pole
L superior frontal

gyrus
4.77 −22, 12, 64 432 N/A

R cerebellum 3.78 24, −64, −22 411 N/A
R cerebellum 3.78 24, −64, −22 411 N/A
R superior frontal

gyrus
3.93 16, 4, 64 384 R juxtapositional lobule cortex, R precentral gyrus

R inferior temporal
gyrus

3.83 64, −52, −12 278 R middle temporal gyrus, R lateral occipital cortex

R posterior cingulate
gyrus

4.15 14, −30, 38 267 cortex anterior cingulate gyrus

R frontal pole 5.83 42, 36, 36 239 N/A

Significantly stronger BOLD signal during first run versus second run
R frontal pole 3.66 30, 52, 34 1,180 N/A
L caudate 3.84 −10, 10, 10 824 B caudate, B thalamus, R putamen, R pallidum
R occipital pole 3.79 10, −96, −4 795 R lingual gyrus,
R lateral occipital

cortex
3.77 −32, 34, 46 656 R occipital fusiform gyrus

R postcentral gyrus 3.8 2, −34, 74 401 R precentral gyrus, precuneus, superior parietal lobule
R supramarginal gyrus 3.53 58, −38, 20 346 R angular gyrus, lateral occipital cortex
L cerebellum 3.54 −48, −58, −36 291 N/A
L inferior temporal

gyrus
3.47 −46, −2, −36 287 L middle temporal gyrus, L temporal fusiform gyrus

Comparison of menthol versus tobacco cigarette preference during flavored aerosol run
L middle frontal gyrus 3.97 −32, 8, 64 530 L superior frontal gyrus, L frontal pole
R occipital pole 3.85 20, −88, 34 440 R lateral occipital cortex, R cuneal cortex, R precuneus
L lateral occipital

cortex
4.16 −54, −66, 30 332 L angular gyrus

L frontal pole 4.18 −20, 56, 8 278 N/A

Comparison of tobacco versus menthol cigarette preference during unflavored aerosol run
L cerebellum 4.31 −36, −52, −44 543 N/A

Note. L = left; R = right; B = bilateral; FTCD = Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence; BOLD = blood-oxygen level-dependent; MNI = Montreal
Neurological Institute.
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aerosol was associated with BOLD signal increases in dopaminergic
subcortical brain regions as well as a diffuse range of cortical
structures throughout the prefrontal, insular, and parietal cortices.
The flavored aerosol was associated with activation in brain regions
typically linked with flavor perception, including the primary
olfactory and gustatory cortices located in the amygdala, anterior
insula, frontal operculum, and the orbitofrontal cortex (Veldhuizen
et al., 2011). These results are consistent with the only other study
assessing the neural effect of the acute administration of nicotine
e-cigarette aerosols on brain function among smokers, which also
found diffuse activation throughout cortical and subcortical brain
regions of the cortico-thalamo-striatal pathway (Wall et al., 2017).
The findings confirm that nicotine e-cigarette use has the potential to
influence a wide range of neural circuits involved in learning,
cognition, and behavior.
The brain activation we observed was likely elicited by both

nicotine and non-nicotine factors during aerosol inhalation. We did
not expect to see strong pharmacological effects of nicotine admin-
istration in this study since participants were not required to abstain
from smoking and our preliminary testing found that our paradigm
administers a relatively small (˜4 ng/mL) nicotine boost compared
to a combustible cigarette (15–21 ng/mL) (Hobkirk et al., 2020;
Williams et al., 2010). However, participants went at least 1 hr
without smoking prior to the scan, and therefore were not
completely nicotine satiated during the first run. Indeed, we found
more BOLD signals in the caudate and thalamus during the first run
compared to the second run, suggesting that participants may have
been nicotine deprived during the first run and satiated during the
second run. Some of the run order effects we observed may have
also been related to other factors, such as comfort in the scanner as

evidenced by the increased activation observed in the dorsomedial
prefrontal cortex during the first run, which aids in regulating fear
and emotion.

Contrary to our hypothesis that flavored aerosol would elicit
stronger activation across flavor and reward-associated brain re-
gions, the flavored aerosol was associated with weaker BOLD
signals compared to the unflavored aerosol in the brain stem and
bilateral parietal-temporal-occipital region of the cortex. Instead, the
dessert-like flavor appeared to engage taste-related brain regions
while suppressing activation of the reward-associated neural circuits
typically engaged during smoking and nicotine administration
(Stein et al., 1998; Wall et al., 2017). Since both aerosols contained
the same nicotine content, we suspect that the differences we
observed between the unflavored and flavored aerosol may have
been related to either direct or conditioned responses to the sensory
non-nicotine stimuli in the aerosol.

The unflavored aerosol may have provided non-nicotine factors,
such as the “throat hit” of a cigarette, while the flavored aerosol may
have masked this sensation. Nicotine stimulates the trigeminal
neural system located in the brainstem and somatosensory brain
regions (Albrecht et al., 2009). The sensation, while unpleasant at
first, may actually serve as a nicotine cue that enhances the
development of addiction. The tobacco industry has long under-
stood that trigeminal stimulation enhances the addictive properties
of tobacco products (Megerdichian et al., 2007). During testing,
we received anectodal reports from participants that 36 mg/ml
aerosol irritated their throat, which was likely more salient while
inhaling the unflavored aerosol (Hobkirk et al., 2020). Alterna-
tively, reactions to the strawberry–vanilla flavored aerosol varied
across participants and some rated it as unpleasant. Thus the insula
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Figure 1
Significant Mean Cluster-Thresholded (p < .05) Blood-Oxygen-Level-Dependent Signal (z > 2.3) During the Flavored (a) and
Unflavored (b) Aerosol Runs for Sample of Smokers (n = 9)

Note. Axial slices labeled in MNI-152 standard space. Images displayed in neurological convention (right = right). Images were created using
MRIcron v.10.20190902. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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activation during the flavored aerosol run could have been due to
disgust reactions to the flavoring (Britton et al., 2006).
In addition to potentially masking the throat hit of the aerosol or

serving as an aversive stimuli for some, the dessert-like flavor may
have simply created a sensory experience that was too different from
the typical smoking experience to elicit conditioned neural reactiv-
ity. Indeed, our pattern of brain activation during the unflavored
aerosol inhalation in the present study was very similar to the
activation seen in response to smoking cues, particularly throughout
the dorsal striatum, sensorimotor cortex, and frontoparietal network
(Engelmann et al., 2012). Smokers report more satisfaction from e-
cigarettes than other nicotine delivery products because of the non-
nicotine factors that more readily approximate the smoking experi-
ence (Steinberg et al., 2014). We also found that menthol smokers
were more responsive to the flavored aerosol throughout cortical
brain regions than smokers who prefer tobacco flavored cigarettes.
Thus, some of the activations we observed during the flavored
aerosol run may have been conditioned responses to flavored
nicotine inhalation. Although the unflavored aerosol was not the
same as the tobacco or menthol flavor participants typically smoke,
it likely approximated the normal smoking experience more than the
strawberry–vanilla flavor. Since both aerosols contained
the same amount of nicotine, conditioned responses to non-nicotine
factors are a likely reason for the observed differences, however
future research using aerosols that do not contain nicotine will be
important for parsing out the role of conditioned reactivity and
potential interactions between nicotine and non-nicotine factors.
Of note, however, is the lack of significant activity in the cingulate

cortex during the unflavored aerosol inhalation in the present study.
The anterior and posterior cingulate are robust regions of smoking
cue-reactivity involved in the modulation of craving (Brody et al.,
2007; Lin et al., 2020). More generally, the ACC is involved in
conflict monitoring and decision-making (Botvinick, 2007). Wall
and colleagues found ACC activation during cued e-cigarette
use (i.e., using timed visual prompts), but not during naturalistic
smoking (Wall et al., 2017). Despite the lack of significant ACC
reactivity during aerosol inhalation, we did find that the inhalation-
associated activity increased with higher self-reported smoking urge
prior to the scan. The findings suggest that the ACC may only be
involved in acute reactivity to non-nicotine smoking factors during
states of withdrawal. Replicating this study with smokers in a state
of abstinence will help to clarify the role of the ACC.
As further support that the flavor changed the e-cigarette inhala-

tion from smoking to gustatory experience, BOLD signals during
the flavored run were not correlated with smoking dependence,
urges, or perceived pleasantness of the nicotine level. These
smoking-related factors were, however, correlated with BOLD
signals during the unflavored aerosol run throughout cortical brain
regions, including the ACC and insula, which have been consis-
tently linked with smoking urge and craving (Volkow et al., 2019).
There was a robust correlation between the perceived pleasantness
of the nicotine level with activation in the cingulo-insular and
fronto-parietal brain regions that are involved in cognitive control
and interoceptive experience (Laird et al., 2011). Given the strong
activation in the gustatory cortex during the flavored aerosol run, we
were surprised that BOLD signals were not significantly correlated
with taste and sweetness ratings; however, this may have been the
result of limited variability in the aerosol ratings for our small
sample.

Chronic smoking is associated with reduced subjective and
neurological reactivity to nonsmoking rewards, which may also
contribute to the surprisingly limited neural reactivity to the dessert-
like flavor in the present study. A recent meta-analysis found that
smokers, compared to healthy control participants, have reduced
responding to nonsmoking rewards in the left striatum, but increased
responding in the right insula and inferior frontal gyrus (Lin et al.,
2020). Althoughwe did not have a healthy control comparison in the
present study, our findings are consistent with the meta-analysis in
that the insula and other regions of the prefrontal cortex were
reactive to the dessert-like flavor while the striatum was not.
Therefore, the reward-related neuroadaptations of chronic nicotine
use may further exacerbate the neural suppression of reward-related
brain circuitry during flavored e-cigarette use.

Our results could explain the initial reduced liking and wanting of
sweetened and nicotine e-cigarettes observed among smokers in
prior laboratory research (Kroemer et al., 2018). It is possible that if
participants used the dessert-flavored e-cigarette for 2 days as was
done by Kroemer and colleagues, we would have seen similar brain
reactivity in the striatum during inhalation of the flavored aerosol
(Kroemer et al., 2018). Although smokers’ rates of e-cigarette
initiation with dessert-like flavors is increasing, the majority still
prefer to initiate use with traditional tobacco or menthol flavors over
dessert-like flavors (Russell et al., 2018). However, with continued
e-cigarette use, current and former smokers tend to switch to dessert-
like flavors, especially younger smokers and those who become
exclusive e-cigarette users (Du et al., 2020). This might suggest that
in the beginning, dessert flavors suppress the rewarding neural
effects of the conditioned smoking experience, but over time,
also become conditioned nicotine cues. Conditioning in addiction
occurs via dopaminergic projections between subcortical and corti-
cal brain regions that are engaged with each drug administration
(Hyman et al., 2006). The unflavored aerosol run was associated
with stronger connectivity between brain regions previously shown
to have increased connectivity for smokers compared to non-
smokers (Janes et al., 2012). Acute nicotine administration also
elicits activation of these brain regions in human and animal studies
(Bruijnzeel et al., 2014; Stein et al., 1998). The flavored aerosol run,
however, was associated with stronger connectivity throughout
mesocorticolimbic circuitry shown to drive reward valuation, seek-
ing, and craving, such as the ACC, OFC, and insula (Hyman et al.,
2006; Volkow et al., 2019). Strengthening these dopaminergic
projections may facilitate associative learning and the development
of new conditioned e-cigarette cues.

The present study had several limitations. For this preliminary
study, we only conducted one laboratory visit and randomized the
order of the runs. To limit the potential effects of run order on our
flavor comparisons, participants did not abstain from smoking to
reduce nicotine withdrawal effects on brain reactivity and we
randomized and controlled for run order in all analyses. However,
there were still run-order effects and potentially carry-over effects
between runs. Since more participants in our experiment completed
the flavored run first, we may have observed an even larger
difference between the flavored and unflavored runs if we had
not controlled for run order. Replicating these results in a crossover
design with separate laboratory visits for the flavored and unflavored
runs would add support for the findings. In addition, we may have
been underpowered to detect small effects for the run comparison
and correlations between flavor ratings and BOLD signal. In light of
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our potential lack of statistical power, the results suggest that the
independent effect of dessert-like flavors in e-cigarette aerosol may
be even stronger than what we observed in the present study.
While the current analysis provides insight into the addictive

potential of e-cigarettes for female daily smokers, the results may
not generalize to non-smokers or dual users. An important and
crucial next step is identifying the neural substrates of dessert-like
flavors for daily e-cigarette users or adolescents and young adults
who are naïve to nicotine. Administering nicotine to youth and
nontobacco users presents ethical challenges. Other methodological
factors may also limit generalizability of the current results. We
asked participants to breathe naturally rather than puff on the aerosol
as they would during real-world e-cigarette use. We did this to limit
the BOLD signals related to deep inhalation in order to isolate the
neural effects of the aerosol specifically. In addition, we used
e-liquids with a nicotine concentration that was lower than some
popular e-cigarette brands currently on the market (36 mg/mL vs.
59 mg/mL, respectively) (Hobkirk et al., 2020). It is possible that
we would have seen increased brain activation during the flavored
aerosol run if we had used an e-liquid with a higher nicotine
concentration or nicotine salts that provide faster systemic delivery
to the bloodstream than freebase nicotine (O’Connell et al., 2019).
Finally, our study assessed the effects of only one flavor, we did not
control alcohol, caffeine, or food consumption prior to the scan,
and the sample was comprised of all female smokers with rela-
tively low levels of nicotine dependence on the FTCD. Smoking
behavior is more dependent on olfactory cues for female than male
smokers (Perkins et al., 2001). Thus, females are an important
population for research on flavored e-cigarette use; however, our
results may not generalize to male smokers. This effect may look
different for men who may be less responsive to the dessert-type
flavors and more responsive to the nicotine in the aerosol. Further,
results may also vary by flavor and by menstrual cycle phase,
which can influence brain reactivity to reward stimuli (Dreher
et al., 2007).
In summary, our results confirm that e-cigarette use engages a

diffuse set of brain regions involved in addictive behaviors and
provides the first evidence that adding dessert-like flavors to e-
cigarette aerosols may significantly alter the neural circuitry sub-
serving e-cigarette use for smokers. More specifically, the present
study found that a dessert-like flavor suppressed brain activation in
regions typically reactive to nicotine administration and conditioned
smoking cues for daily female smokers who do not use e-cigarettes.
This effect may explain why smokers tend to prefer e-cigarettes with
traditional cigarette flavors (e.g., tobacco and menthol) when
switching for harm reduction (Du et al., 2020). The results add
to our understanding of how sensory stimuli can modulate the neural
effects of substance use. This preliminary finding is informative for
recommendations on the use of e-cigarettes as a cigarette substitute
for smokers and for policy regulations on flavored tobacco products.
Future research should assess how brain reactivity during e-cigarette
use may change with conditioning over time and the effect of e-
cigarette flavors for nicotine naïve smokers, such as youth initiating
e-cigarette use for the first time, or long-time e-cigarette users who
may have conditioned associations between nicotine and dessert-
like flavors. This research will help to understand the influence of
flavors on neural engagement and downstream addictive e-cigarette
behaviors.
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